
Appendix: Investment arbitration decisions and/ or claims cited by Dr Kelsey 

1. This appendix provides a brief outline of the international arbitration claims 
and/ or decisions cited by Dr Kelsey in her initial brief of evidence (#A 76), 
her brief in response (#A97) and her supplementary brief f1led in support 
of her oral evidence dated 16 July 2012. The decisions and/or other 
supporting material is largely cited in and/ or appended to Dr Kelsey's three 
briefs; for convenience and given the bulk of the arbitral documents, this 
schedule provides links where necessary. 

Abaclat v Reptfblic of Argentilla (cited supplementary brief, [2.4]) (claim only): 

Cited by Dr Kelsey as example of costs, said to be $27 million to claimants 

and $12 million to Argentina. Relevandy: 

The claim was made by approximately 180,000 individuals and 
entities holding Argentinian government bonds, following 2001 
Argentinian government default on a total of approximately US$100 
billion of bond debt, including an unspecified proportion held by 
the claimants; and 

The hearing of the claim delayed (and costs increased) by 
unsuccessful challenges to jurisdiction and admissibility by 
Argentina and a request by Argentina for recusal of the chairperson 
of the tribunal and of the member appointed by the claimant; 
Argentina did not challenge its own appointee. 

Reference: Derisioll 011 JUl1sdictioll and Admissibility, 4 August 2011; 

http://italaw.comlsites Idefaultl files I case-documentslita0236.pdf 

Chevron Oil v ECllador (#A 76, [6.3]; #A97, [4.2](a) & [5.5]; supplementary 

brief, [2.5]) (claim and interim orders only): Cited by Dr Kelsey as instance 

of challenge to domestic court ruling and as an example of costs, said to be 

$200 million by Chevron and $18 million by Ecuador. 

See Dr Ridings' brief, #A94, [31.1] (relevant agreement not comparable to 

New Zealand's investment agreements) and further: 

These claims involve a broad range of issues, including an earlier 
setdement of environmental claims agreed by the parties in 1994-
1995, subsequent delays of a decade or longer in the Ecuadorean 
court system, dismissal by the Ecuadorean congress of the members 
of both the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court, a 2011 
judgment awarding US$18.2 billion in damages and allegations of 
collusion between the plaintiffs in that case and the court. 

The "16 years of litigation" cited by Dr Kelsey (see #A76, [6.4](iii» 
included delays in cases involving the claimants since at least 1998 
held to be entirely attributable to the Ecuadorean court system, 
while the interim injunction mentioned was ~ven on condition of 
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payment of $50 million by Chevron ill security against costs of 
suspenslOn. 

References: see, generally, http://italaw.com 1 cases 1257. 

eMS Gas Transmission v Argentina (#A97, [3.9]) (decision) Cited by Dr 

Kelsey for interpretation of "fair and equitable treatment" obligation and 

"wide variation" and unpredictability of outcomes. 

Claim involved a claimed loss of 92% in the value of an investment of more 

than US$1 billion due to large scale currency revaluation. On the specific 

question of interpretation of the fair and equitable treatment obligation, a 

subsequent application by Argentina for annulment of the award, chaired by 

a former President of the International Court of Justice, reviewed the 

Tribunal's decision and held that "this part of the Award is adequately 

founded on the applicable law and the relevant facts":see Decision on the 

application for annulment, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, 25 September 

2007, [85]. 

References: see http://italaw.com/cases/288. 

Prapo!'t V Pbilippines (supplementary brief, [2.6]) (claim only) Cited by Dr 

Kelsey as example of costs, said to be $45 million to the Philippines. 

Initial decision rejected, by majority, claim because investor said to have 

circumvented restrictions on foreign investment, notwithstanding that a 

complaint of such circumvention under Philippines law did not proceed; 

initial decision annulled. 

References: http://italaw.com/ sites 1 de fault 1 files 1 case-documents Iita0340.pdf and 

http://italaw.com/sites Idefault/files 1 case-documents Iita0341.pdf. 

Lone Star tJ S otftb Korea (# A 76, [6.2]) (possibility of claim raised): Cited by Dr 

Kelsey as example of legal risk of any governmental restriction on on-sale 

of shares. 

Claim reported to concern US$l billion investment and "(i) the Korean 

regulators' unwillingness to approve a string of prospective buyers of Lone 

Star's majority stake in KEB, thereby forcing Lone Star to hold the stake 

many years longer than necessary and to dramatically reduce the price; and 
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(ii) arbitral)" unlawful and confiscato17 taxation on the sales of all these 

investments". As no claim has been flied, no further comment is possible. 

Reference: http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases /lone-star -funds-llotifies-south-

korean-government-of-intent-to-file-arbitration-claim-regarding-korea-exchange-bank-and

other-investments-155203635.html 

Merrill & Ring Forestry v Canada (#A97, [3.8]) (decision) Cited by Dr Kelsey 

for interpretation of fair and equitable treatment obligation. 

See Dr Ridings' brief, #A94, [21]. 

Occidental E:xploration and Production lJ Ecuador (#A97, [3.9]) (decision) Cited 

by Dr Kelsey for interpretation of "fair and equitable treatment" obligation 

as requiring "stability". 

Claim arose from decision of Ecuador to cease refunding value-added tax to 

the investor for certain purchases, as had been agreed. This is consistent 

with Dr Ridings' brief at #A94, [21] "investors must anticipate some 

regulato17 or legislative changes over time but ... any such changes should 

be implemented in good faith and in a non-abusive manner" and further at 

[42]. 

Reference: http://italaw.com/ sites / default / mes/ case-documents lita05 71.pdf. 

Philip Morn's Corp 1) Umgtrqy (#A76, [6.5]; #A97, [4.2](b)) (claim only) Cited 

by Dr Kelsey for "shopping around for treaties"; reliance on "more 

favourable provisions imported from [another] investment [treaty]; and 

intended "chilling effect" 

On the first and second points, see Dr Ridings' brief, #A94, [31.2]; on the 

third point, see [5.4]. More broadly, noting that the claim involves a 

challenge to health restrictions on tobacco packaging, see the health 

exceptions noted at [24]. The claim has been described by one expert 

commentator as "highly doubtful", involving "the kinds of policy decision 

that international investment law leaves in the hands of the host state" and 

"nothing more than a cynical attempt to make an example": see 

http://italaw.com/documents/WeilerOpinion-PMI-Uruguay.pdf. 
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Piero Foresti v Sottth Afiica (#A 76, [6.7]; #A97, [4.2](c)) (decision) Cited by 

Dr Kelsey as example of risk that Treaty redress might be held 

discriminatory and or possible chilling effect. 

Claim alleged wholesale divestment of 26% of foreign investments. On the 

ftrst point, see Dr Dr Ridings' brief, #A94, [31.3] (claim discontinued with 

costs award against claimants) and on the second point, see [5.4]. As the 

claim was never determined, it is not possible to reach any conclusion as to 

the strength of the claim. 

&ilroad Development COIP 1) Gttatemala (supplementary brief, [4]) (decision): 

Cited by Dr Kelsey for interpretation of "fair and equitable treatment" 

obligation 

See Dr Ridings' speaking notes f1led 17 July 2012, P 3. 

Vattm/all v Germany (#A76, [6.13]; #97, [4.2](d)) (claim settled): Cited by Dr 

Kelsey as example of interference with regulatol), measures. 

See Dr Ridings' brief, #A94, [31.4]. As the claim was settled confidentially, 

it is not possible to reach any conclusion as to the strength of the claim 

and/ or the nature of the outcome. 




